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Dr. Stephan Dumke completed his studies in
Business Administration at the University of
Cologne in 1992. At the Gerhard-Mercator
University of Duisburg he focused his
dissertation on the topic of Brand
Management and was awarded his Ph.D. in
Economics there.

Today, as a licensee partner of
DR. WARSCHAWSKI, he helps companies
transition successfully to becoming VisionLed companies, which uniquely combine
increased profit with high human values. He
works with his clients on a very individual,
practical, and profitable basis.

Working in leadership positions for wellknown
commercial companies for over 20 years, he
has amassed varied and valuable experience,
which is integrated into an overarching
company perspective.

In this work, he ties the extensive practical
experience of his operational and strategic
leadership responsibilities to the newest
scientific findings on company leadership,
personal development, and psychology.

As CEO, director, and general manager he was
responsible in particular for the areas of
strategy, business consulting, distribution,
marketing, purchasing, eCommerce, and
human resources. His branches of trade
stretched from food stores to consumer
electronics, from department stores to the
Fashion/Lifestyle industry.

In addition, Dr. Dumke’s clear and efficient
coaching enables organizations as well as
private clients, who want to use this elegant
method, to work out tailor-made solutions to
significant challenges in order to achieve
their burning goals.
From his headquarters in Bonn, he is active in
all of Germany – and by request – also in
Austria and Switzerland.

Upon completing his training and satisfying the
qualifications for certification as a Certified
Contextual Coach as well as for certification as
a Certified Vision-Led Company Consultant
with Prof. Dr. Peter Warschawski, he built up
his own company in Bonn.

Consulting

¾

Coaching

Dr. Dumke lives with his wife in Bonn and has
two adult sons.
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Psychotherapy
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Seminars
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